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Finding optimal and noise robust probe states is a key problem in quantum metrology. In this
paper we propose Markov dynamics as a possible mechanism for generating such states, and show
how the Heisenberg scaling emerges for systems with multiple ‘dynamical phases’ (stationary states),
and noiseless channels. We model noisy channels by coupling the Markov output to ‘environment’
ancillas, and consider the scenario where the environment is monitored to increase the quantum
Fisher information of the output. In this setup we find that the survival of the Heisenberg limit
depends on whether the environment receives ‘which phase’ information about the memory system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The accurate estimation of unknown parameters is a
fundamental task in quantum technologies, with appli-
cations ranging from spectroscopy [1] and interferome-
try [2, 3], to atomic clocks [4–6] and gravitational wave
detectors [7, 8]. In a typical metrological protocol [9],
a quantum transformation Tθ is applied (in parallel) to
each component of a ‘probe’ ensemble of n quantum sys-
tems initially prepared in the joint state |Ψn〉. The en-
semble is subsequently measured and an estimator θˆn of
θ is computed. While for uncorrelated states the mean
square error scales as 1/n (standard scaling), if quantum
resources such as entanglement or squeezing are used in
the preparation stage, the precision can be enhanced to
1/n2 (Heisenberg scaling) if Tθ is unitary [2, 9, 10].
However, when noise and decoherence are taken into
account, they typically lead to a ‘downgrading’ of the
Heisenberg scaling to the standard one, but a ‘quantum
enhancement’ is nevertheless achievable in the form of
a constant factor that increases with decreasing noise
level [11–15]. In this setup, new tools for deriving up-
per bounds on the quantum Fisher information of the
final state have been developed in [15–18]. We note also
that the Heisenberg limit can be preserved for some noise
models [19, 20] or by using quantum error correction tech-
niques [21–24] in certain modified metrological settings.
The aim of this paper is to explore quantum metrol-
ogy in a novel setup characterised by two key features.
Firstly, we model the channel Tθ as coupling with an an-
cilla (environment) and we assume that the latter can be
monitored by means of measurements, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The outcome c of the measurement provides
additional information, which generally improves the es-
timation efficiency, and even restores the Heisenberg limit
in certain models. Secondly, the n-partite probe state is
generated as output of a quantum Markov chain, which is
similar to the matrix product states (MPS) ansatz pro-
posed in [25]. More concretely, the probe systems are
∗ madalin.guta@nottingham.ac.uk
initially independent and identically prepared, and inter-
act successively with a ‘memory’ system which imprints
correlations into the ensemble. This specific preparation
method allows us to apply system identification tech-
niques for quantum Markov dynamics [26, 27], and to
identify the mechanism responsible for the Heisenberg
scaling and its degrading.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Quantum metrology with n noisy
channels acting on a pure state input |Ψn〉. The channel T (i)θ
is monitored by measuring the associated ‘environment’ and
the result ci is obtained. Conditional on the measurement
record c := (c1, . . . , cn), the final probe state has quantum
Fisher information F (Ψn(θ|c)).
In this setting, we observe that that if the Markov
transition operator used for generating the probe state is
primitive (irreducible and aperiodic), then the quantum
Fisher information (QFI) scales linearly with n even with
full access to the environment, and the standard limit
holds. We therefore consider Markov models with multi-
ple ‘dynamical phases’ (invariant spaces), and investigate
the evolution of the probe state QFI, conditional on the
environment measurement record. We show that one of
the following two scenarios can occur. If the environment
measurement does not distinguish between the dynamical
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2phases, and the memory is started in a superposition of
different phases, then the QFI of the conditional output
state scales as n2, and the Heisenberg scaling holds. In a
two-phases Markov dynamics for instance, for large n the
conditional memory-probe state becomes a ‘macroscopic’
superposition
|Ψn(θ|c)〉 = |Ψn,0(θ|c)〉+ |Ψn,1(θ|c)〉
of components whose weights remain constant even when
the environment is observed. The quantum Fisher infor-
mation of this superposition is proportional to the vari-
ance of the generator G¯ responsible for the parameter
change. For each component a = 0, 1, the mean value of
the generator increases linearly with n as nga, so that if
g0 6= g1, the variance of G¯ with respect tot the superpo-
sition, grows as n2(g0 − g1)2.
Alternatively, if the environment receives ‘which phase’
information about the memory, the QFI may have an ini-
tial quadratic scaling but becomes linear as the memory
system is ‘collapsed’ to one of the phases. In this case, by
simulating measurement trajectories we can estimate the
average conditional QFI as a function of n and identify
the optimal number of iterations of the Markov dynam-
ics. In particular, this provides an upper bound to the
QFI of the probe state in the absence of monitoring.
In section II we discuss the monitored environment
setup, the associated notion of Fisher information, and
present a toy example where monitoring restores the
Heisenberg scaling. Section III describes the full setup
including the Markov generated probe states. In section
IV we analyse a dephasing channel example, and show
how standard or Heisenberg scaling ca be achieved de-
pending on the chosen Markov dynamics. We finish with
comments on possible further investigations.
II. METROLOGY WITH MONITORED
ENVIRONMENT
In this section we describe the environment monitoring
scheme, and compare the associated Fisher information
to that of the standard metrology setup. We refer to the
appendix for a brief review of the definition and statisti-
cal interpretation of the quantum Fisher information.
The noisy channels Tθ are modelled by coupling each
probe system unitarily to an individual ancilla represent-
ing its environment, as illustrated in Figure 1. If the
ancilla is initially prepared in state |χ〉, and the interac-
tion is described by the unitary Wθ, then Tθ has Kraus
decomposition
Tθ(ρ) =
∑
c
AθcρA
θ†
c , A
θ
c := 〈c|Wθ|χ〉,
where |c〉 is chosen to be the basis in which the envi-
ronment is measured. By monitoring the ensemble of n
ancillas we obtain the outcome c = (c1, . . . , cn), an the
conditional final state of the probe ensemble is
|Ψn(θ|c)〉 := A
θ
cn ⊗ · · · ⊗Aθc1 |Ψn〉√
pn(c|θ) ,
where pn(c|θ) is the probability of the outcome c
pn(c|θ) := ‖Aθcn ⊗ · · · ⊗Aθc1Ψn‖2.
The measurement data c is fed into the design of the
final measurement which aims to extract the maximum
amount of information about θ.
Our figure of merit for estimation is the total Fisher
information of the available ‘data’ consisting of the clas-
sical result c and the conditional quantum state of the
probe |Ψn(θ|c)〉. This can be written as (see appendix)
Fntotal(θ) = F
n
cl(θ) +
∑
c
pn(c|θ)Fq(Ψn(θ|c))
where the first term on the right side is the classical
Fisher information of c, while the second is the aver-
age quantum Fisher information of the final conditional
state. By comparison, the figure of merit for the stan-
dard (no monitoring) quantum metrology setting is the
quantum Fisher information Fq(ρ
n
θ ) of the (average) final
probe state
ρnθ =
∑
c
pn(c)|Ψn(θ|c)〉〈Ψn(θ|c)| = T⊗nθ (|Ψn〉〈Ψn|).
Since monitoring provides additional information, the fol-
lowing inequality holds
Fntotal(θ) ≥ Fq(ρnθ ).
We illustrate our setup with the following toy example.
The qubit channel Tθ is the convex combination of uni-
tary rotations
Tθ (ρ) =
∑
j∈{0,...,3}
λje
iθσjρe−iθσj (1)
where σj are the Pauli matrices. Since Tθ is an interior
point of the convex space of qubit channels, it can be rep-
resented as a mixture of extremal channels with a smooth
θ-dependent probability distribution over such channels.
By applying the ‘classical simulation’ argument of [15],
we conclude that the QFI F (ρnθ ) grows at most linearly
with n and therefore, the estimation rate in the standard
metrology setup is n−1. Consider now that by monitor-
ing the environment, we know which of the unitaries has
been applied on each qubit. Recall that for a rotation
family of pure states |ψθ〉 = exp(iθG)|ψ〉 the QFI has
the expression
Fq(|ψθ〉) = 4Var(G) := 4(〈G2〉 − 〈G〉2) (2)
where 〈·〉 denotes the expectation with respect to |ψ〉. If
the probe is prepared in the state
|Ψn〉 = (|0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n) /√2
3then Fcl(θ) = 0 and using (2) we find
Fntotal(θ) = 4n
2λ23 + 4n(λ3(1− λ3) + λ1 + λ2)
which scales quadratically in n.
Before proceeding to the preparation stage, we would
like to briefly comment on the physical realizability of our
setting. Although it is not our purpose to construct con-
crete physical models, we point out that ‘environment
monitoring’ and continuous time filtering (or quantum
trajectories) are well established tools in quantum optics
[28], which been used successfully e.g. for mitigating de-
coherence [29], speeding up purification [30], or preparing
a target state by means of feedback control [31]. There-
fore we believe that the input-output formalism offers a
natural framework for continuous time metrology with
open systems.
III. MARKOV GENERATED PROBE STATES
We now introduce the second main ingredient of our
analysis: a Markovian mechanism for generating the ini-
tial probe state |Ψn〉. This ansatz is partly motivated
by the close relationship to finitely correlated states [34]
and matrix product states (MPS) [35], which provide ef-
ficient and tractable approximations of complex many-
body states [36]. The preparation stage and subsequent
metrology protocol is illustrate in Figure 2. The top row
represents a ‘memory system’ A which interacts sequen-
tially (moving from right to left) with a chain of n iden-
tically prepared probe systems (row B), by applying the
same unitary UAB . After the interaction, the chain B
together with the memory are in the state
|ΨnAB〉 =
∑
f,b
〈f |Kb|i〉|f〉 ⊗ |b〉,
where |i〉 is the initial state of A, b = (b1, . . . , bn) is the in-
dex of the product basis for the B row, Kb := Kbn . . .Kb1 ,
and Kb := 〈b|UAB |ξ〉 are the Kraus operators associated
to the unitary UAB and the initial state |ξ〉 of the B
systems.
After the preparation stage, each system undergoes a
separate unitary interaction WBCθ with an ancilla (en-
vironment) in row C, prepared initially in state |χ〉, as
described in the previous section. In particular the chan-
nel Tθ and its Kraus operators are given by equation (1).
By commutativity, the final ABC state is the same irre-
spective of whether the unitaries WBCθ are applied at the
end of the preparation stage or each of them is applied
immediately after the corresponding UAB . With similar
notations as above, the joint ABC final state is
|ΨnABC(θ)〉 =
∑
f,b,c
〈f |Kθb,c|i〉|f〉 ⊗ |b〉 ⊗ |c〉, (3)
=
∑
c
(
IA ⊗Aθc |ΨnAB〉
)
⊗ |c〉 =
∑
c
|Ψ˜nAB(θ|c)〉 ⊗ |c〉
where |Ψ˜nAB(θ|c)〉 is the unnormalised conditional state
of AB, for a given outcome c, and Kθb,c are ‘extended’
Kraus operators.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Model of discrete dynamics with
Markov generated probe state. The memory system A in-
teracts successivly (from right to left) with the probe systems
B via the unitary UAB . The channel Tθ on B is implemented
by unitary coupling of the probe systems with ancillas C.
The reduced evolution of A is obtained either by trac-
ing out the B systems in |ΨnAB〉 or the B and C systems
in |ΨnABC〉, and its one step transition operator is
Zθ(ρ) =
∑
b
KbρK
†
b =
∑
b,c
Kθb,cρK
θ†
b,c.
To summarise, the metrological probe is prepared via the
Markov dynamics involving the memory A and the row
B. The channels Tθ are modelled via the subsequent in-
teraction WBC between the B and the corresponding C
systems. We distinguish two scenarios: the experimen-
talist has access only to the B systems (which leads to
standard rates for non-unitary channels Tθ), or the envi-
ronment C can be monitored and the collected data can
be used to improve the estimation rates.
From a system identification perspective, this set-up
has been investigated in [26, 27], which show that if the
transition operator Zθ is primitive [32] (memory A con-
verges to a unique stationary state) then the quantum
Fisher information of the state |ΨnABC(θ)〉 increases lin-
early with n, so θ can only be estimated with rate n−1.
Therefore, from the metrology viewpoint it is interesting
to consider models in which the memory A has several
invariant subspaces, or ‘dynamical phases’. In this case,
the quantum Fisher information of the full state |ψnABC〉
may increase as n2 [26], as we will explain below.
For two dynamical phases for instance, the memory
space decomposes into orthogonal subspaces
HA = H0A ⊕H1A,
such that the Kraus operators Kb (and similarly for Kb,c)
4are block-diagonal with respect to this decomposition
Kb = 〈i|UAB |ξ〉 =
(
K0b 0
0 K1b
)
,
and the restricted evolutions are primitive, with unique
stationary states ρ0ss, ρ
1
ss. Assuming that the initial state
of A is a coherent superposition of states from the two
phases, e.g.
|i〉 = (|i, 0〉+ |i, 1〉)/
√
2 ∈ HA,
the joint states |ΨnAB〉 and |ΨnABC(θ)〉 have a similar de-
composition
|ΨnAB〉 =
1√
2
(
|Ψn,0AB〉+ |Ψn,1AB〉
)
∈ H0A⊗H⊗nB ⊕H1A⊗H⊗nB .
For concreteness we consider a unitary WBCθ of the form
WBCθ = (U
B
θ ⊗ IC)V BC where UBθ = exp(−iθG) is a
phase rotation on the probe system B with generator
G and V BC is a fixed unitary describing the interaction
with the environment. Since |ΨnABC〉 is a rotation family,
|ΨnABC(θ)〉 = exp(−iθG¯)|ΨnABC(0)〉, G¯ =
n∑
i=1
G(i),
its quantum Fisher information is proportional to the
variance of the ‘total generator’ G¯. For simplicity, in
the sequel we will identify the total generator with the
random variable obtained by measuring G¯. Its probabil-
ity distribution with respect to |ΨnABC(θ)〉 is the mixture
(P0 +P1)/2 of the distributions corresponding to the two
phases, computed from the states |Ψn,0ABC〉 and |Ψn,1ABC〉.
Under each P0 and P1 separately, the following conver-
gence in law to the normal distribution (Central Limit
Theorem) holds [26]
1√
n
(G¯− nga) L−→ N(0, V a), a = 0, 1. (4)
for certain means ga and variances Va. Therefore, if
g0 6= g1 the distribution of G¯ with respect to the output
state |ΨnABC(θ)〉 has variance of the order n2, and we are
in the Heisenberg scaling regime, cf. Figure 3. We now
investigate what happens when the ancillas in row C are
measured, as described in our environment monitoring
scheme. Note that the measurement data c on its own,
carries no information about θ, i.e. Fcl(θ) = 0 since the
unitary rotation is applied at the end, and only on the
B row. However, as in the toy example of section II, the
results do contribute to a larger quantum Fisher infor-
mation, by identifying the pure components |ΨnAB(θ|c)〉
of the mixed probe state ρnθ . These conditional states
have a similar phase decomposition
|ΨnAB(θ|c)〉 =
√
pn0 (c)|Ψn,0AB(θ|c)〉+
√
pn1 (c)|Ψn,1AB(θ|c)〉
where pna(c) is the probability that A is in phase a, given
the outcome c, and |Ψn,aAB(c)〉 is the posterior states cor-
responding to the initial state |i, a〉 ∈ HaA.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The distribution of the ‘total gener-
ator’ G¯ in |ΨnABC〉 is a mixture of (approximately) Gaussian
distributions centred at ng0 and ng1, cf. (4). When g0 6= g1
the distance between the two peaks is n(g1−g0) and the quan-
tum Fisher information (F = 4Var(G¯)) scales as n2. If phase
purification occurs due to ‘which phase’ information leaking
to the environment, one of the peaks decays and the variance
scales as n.
By the same argument as above, the variance of G¯
with respect to the conditional state |ΨnAB(c)〉 increases
as n2 provided that the ‘weights’ pn0 (c) and p
n
1 (c) of the
two components of the mixture stay away from the ex-
treme values 0, 1. Unfortunately however, this can hap-
pen only in special situations as the following argument
shows. Let Qn0 (c) and Qn1 (c) be the probability distribu-
tions of measurements on the environment corresponding
to the two phases. If these distributions are different in
the stationary regime, the observer can distinguish be-
tween them at a certain exponential rate, similarly to
the case of discrimination between two coins with dif-
ferent bias. This means that the conditional probabil-
ity pn0 (c) will converge (almost surely along any trajec-
tory) either to zero or to one in the limit of large n. We
call this phenomenon phase purification, in analogy with
that of state purification for a system monitored through
the environment [37]. Essentially, phase purification oc-
curs when the environment learns about the phase of A.
Therefore, keeping the coherence between the two out-
puts |Ψn,0AB(c)〉 and |Ψn,1AB(c)〉 requires that the environ-
ment measurement does not provide any information to
distinguish between the two.
In conclusion, total Fisher information Fntotal(θ) scales
as n2 if phase purification does not occur, and scales lin-
early in n otherwise. In the latter case, the long time
behaviour is determined by the average of the Fisher in-
formations corresponding to the two phases. However,
in the short term the Fisher information may increase
quadratically in n until phase purification destroys the
coherence between the two phases.
5IV. EXAMPLE OF A HEISENBERG LIMITED
SYSTEM
In this section we present a concrete example exhibit-
ing the two behaviours described above, depending on
the choice of Markov dynamics.
Inspired by [25] we consider a minimalistic example
with a two dimensional memory whose phases are the
basis vectors |0〉 and |1〉, and a two dimensional probe
unit B with initial state |ξ〉. The Kraus operators are of
the form
Kb = 〈b|UAB |ξ〉 =
(√
αb 0
0
√
βb
)
, b = 0, 1, (5)
with α0 + α1 = β0 + β1 = 1. The initial state of A is
the superposition |i〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉A + |1〉A), and the unitary
rotation on the probe system B is UBθ = exp(iθ|1〉〈1|).
In the absence of noise, the output state is
|ΨnAB(θ)〉 =
1√
2
(|0〉 ⊗ |ψ0(θ)〉⊗n + |1〉 ⊗ |ψ1(θ)〉⊗n)
where
|ψ0(θ)〉 =
√
α0|0〉+ eiθ
√
α1|1〉,
|ψ1(θ)〉 =
√
β0|0〉+ eiθ
√
β1|1〉.
The distribution of the generator G¯ with respect to
this state is a mixture of two binomial distributions
Bin(n, g0 = α1) and Bin(n, g1 = β1), and the quantum
Fisher information is
F (|ΨnAB〉) = 2n(α0α1 + β0β1) + n2(α1 − β1)2.
We add now a noise model given by phase damping in
the direction v on the Bloch sphere
Λv[ρ] =
∑
c∈{0,±1}
AcρA
†
c
with Kraus operators A0 =
√
pI, Av±1 =
√
1− p|v±〉〈v±|
for p ∈ [0, 1]. By (3), the record of ancilla measurement
outcomes indicate which of the Kraus operators defined
Aj acted on each of the probe systems B. Therefore, the
unnormalised conditional output state is
|Ψ˜nAB(θ|c)〉 = |0〉A ⊗ UBθ Acn |ψ0〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ UBθ Ac1 |ψ0〉
+ |1〉A ⊗ UBθ Acn |ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ UBθ Ac1 |ψ1〉
The probability distribution Qn(c) = ‖Ψ˜nAB(θ|c)‖2 is the
mixture (Qn0 +Qn1 )/2 where both components are prod-
uct measures (independent samples from {0,±1}) with
probabilities
q0,10 = p, q
0
± = (1− p)α±, q1± = (1− p)β±,
where α± = |〈v±|ψ0〉|2, β± = |〈v±|ψ1〉|2. In particular,
the weights pna(c) of the two phases and the quantum
Fisher information of the conditional state |ΨnAB(θ|c)〉
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Phase purification and quantum
Fisher information for noise in x direction with parameters
α0 = 0.1, β0 = 0.7 and p = 0.6. Main plot: the ‘scaled’
Fisher information F (|ΨnAB(θ|c)〉)/n as function of ‘time’ n,
for two trajectories with different limiting phases (continuous
blue and dotted red curves); the corresponding averages are
plotted in black. Inset plot:-the weights of the limiting phase
pn1 (c) and p
n
0 (c) for the two given trajectories converge to 1
due to phase purification.
depend only on the total number for each outcome n±
and n0, the latter being the number of systems which
have not been affected by the noise. The Fisher informa-
tion has the following expression
F (n±, n0) = (n+ + n−)F± + 4n0(pn0α0α1 + p
n
1β0β1)
+ 4n20p
n
0p
n
1 (α1 − β1)2 (6)
where F± = 4|〈v+|1〉|2|〈v−|1〉|2, and the phase weights
are pn1 = p
n
1 (n±, n0) = 1− pn0 with
pn0 = p
n
0 (n±, n0) = α
n+
+ α
n−
− /(α
n+
+ α
n−
− + β
n+
+ β
n−
− ).
Since n0 ≈ pn, the state has Heisenberg scaling if and
only if the last term in (6) does not converge to zero, i.e.
the means of G¯ in the two phases are different (α1 6= β1),
and phase purification does not occur (q0± = q
1
±).
Now, it is easy to verify that for any noise direction
v different from z, there exist Kraus operators Kb such
that these conditions are met. In terms of the Bloch
sphere, the requirement is that the Bloch vectors of |ψ0〉
and |ψ1〉 lie symmetrically with respect to v such that
the (environment) measurement in this direction cannot
distinguish between the two states.
In the special case when v is along the z axis, the
means of G in the two phases are equal and therefore the
variance scales linearly with n. On the other hand, when
the environment can distinguish the two phases, either
the probabilities pn0 (c) converges to 1 exponentially with
rate equal to the relative entropy S(q1|q0), or pn1 (c) con-
verges to 1 exponentially with rate S(q0|q1). This implies
that for small n the weights of the two phases are compa-
rable, and quantum Fisher information per probe system
6fn(c) = EFq(|ΨnAB(θ|c)〉)/n increases linearly with n; af-
ter that, the exponential decay kicks in and fn(c) con-
verges to the Fisher information of the corresponding lim-
iting phase. In Figure 4 we illustrate this behaviour with
two trajectories having different limiting phases, with the
phases weights shown in the inset plot, and the black lines
showing the average Fisher information over trajectories
converging to either phase. The average of these two is
the scaled total information Fntotal(θ)/n.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We proposed Markov dynamics as a mechanism for
generating probe states for quantum metrology, and
showed how the Heisenberg scaling emerges for systems
with multiple ‘dynamical phases’, and noiseless chan-
nels. Additinally, we modelled noisy channels by cou-
pling the Markov output to ‘environment’ ancillas, and
considered the scenario where the environment is moni-
tored to increase the quantum Fisher information of the
output. In this setup we found that the survival of the
Heisenberg limit depends on whether the environment re-
ceives ‘which phase’ information about the memory sys-
tem. If ‘phase purification’ occurs, the quantum Fisher
information of the conditional output state has an ini-
tial quadratic scaling, but in the long run the environ-
ment wins, and the massive coherent superposition of
‘output phases’ is destroyed leading to the standard scal-
ing. However, in a simple example we showed that the
Heisenberg scaling is preserved if the Markov dynamics
is chosen such that the environment cannot distinguish
between the dynamical phases.
These preliminary results open several lines of inves-
tigation in the input-output setting with monitored en-
vironment, e.g. finding the ‘optimal’ Markov dynamics
and ‘stopping times’ which maximise the constant of the
standard scaling, analysing the use of feedback control
based on the measurement outcomes. An appropriate
framework for answering these questions may be that of
’thermodynamics of trajectories’ and ‘dynamical phase
transitions’ [38, 39].
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APPENDIX
For reader’s convenience we briefly review here some
general notions of quantum parameter estimation and
quantum Fisher information used in the paper. In quan-
tum estimation (or quantum tomography) we are given a
system prepared in the state ρθ, where θ is an unknown
parameter which for our purposes can be chosen to be
one-dimensional, and we would like to estimate θ by mea-
suring the system and computing an estimator θˆ = θˆ(X)
based on the measurement result X. If the map θ 7→ ρθ is
smooth, then the following quantum Crame´r-Rao bound
[33] holds for any unbiased estimator (i.e. Eθ(θˆ) = θ)
E[(θˆ − θ)2] ≥ Fq(ρθ)−1. (7)
The left side is the mean square error (MSE) of θˆ, which
is the standard figure of merit for estimation, while the
right hand side is the inverse of the quantum Fisher in-
formation (QFI), defined below. Note that the left side
is an intrinsic property of the quantum statistical model
θ 7→ ρθ, and therefore is a lower bound for the MSE of
any unbiased estimator. The QFI is given by
Fq(ρθ) = Tr(ρθL
2
θ)
where Lθ is the operator (called symmetric logarithmic
derivative) defined by the equation
2
dρθ
dθ
= {Lθ, ρθ}.
In particular, if ρθ = |ψθ〉〈ψθ| is a rotation family with
|ψθ〉 = exp(iθG)|ψ〉 then
Fq(ρθ) = 4Var(G) := 4(〈G2〉 − 〈G〉2)
where 〈·〉 denotes the expectation with respect to |ψ〉.
In general, the quantum Crame´r-Rao bound (7) may
not be achievable, and the restriction to unbiased esti-
mators is not desirable. However, in practice one usu-
ally estimates the parameter θ by performing repeated
measurements on an ensemble of N identically prepared
systems, and computing an estimator θˆN based on the
collected data. In this case, asymptotically optimal esti-
mators (e.g. the maximum likelihood estimator) achieve
the Crame´r-Rao in the sense that as N →∞
√
N(θˆN − θ) L−→ N(0, Fq(ρθ)−1)
where L denotes convergence in distribution and N(µ, V )
is the normal distribution of mean µ and variance V . In
particular
lim
n→∞NE[(θˆN − θ)
2] = F (ρθ)
−1
and no estimator can improve on this limit for all θ.
Therefore the inverse quantum Fisher information is the
optimal constant in the large samples scenario which
most relevant for practical purposes.
In the ‘environment monitoring’ setting, we consider
the scenario where the parameter dependent state is bi-
partite ρθ = ρ
12
θ . Suppose that a projective measurement
with outcome X is performed on the second system, and
let ρ1(θ|X) be the conditional state of the first system,
given the outcome. Then the following inequalities hold
Fq(ρ
1
θ) ≤ Fcl(X; θ) +
∑
x
pθ(x)Fq(ρ
1(θ|x)) ≤ Fq(ρ12θ )
7where ρ1θ be the reduced state of the first system,
Fcl(X; θ) is the classical Fisher information of the mea-
surement result X, and pθ(x) is the probability of the
outcome X = x. Obviously the interpretation is that
if we measure system 2, the classical information plus
the quantum Fisher information of the remaining state
is smaller than the full quantum information of both sys-
tems and larger than that of the first system alone.
In the case of quantum metrology the situation is some-
what more complicated, due to the fact that the probe
systems are in general correlated rather than indepen-
dent. Indeed, unitary channels can be estimated with
MSE scaling as N−2 with the size of the probe ensem-
ble [10]. With the notations of the introduction, let us
consider an n systems probe ensemble with final state
ρnθ = T
⊗n
θ (|Ψn〉〈Ψn|) and QFI Fq(ρnθ ). Since the sys-
tems may be correlated, the above asymptotic results do
not apply automatically. One can however consider a
larger ensemble of N = k · n systems consisting of k in-
dependent batches of identically prepared sub-ensembles
in state |Ψn〉. For large k and given n, the quantum
Crame´r-Rao bound is achievable in the sense that
NE[(θˆN − θ)2] ≈ n
Fq(ρnθ )
. (8)
By optimising over |Ψn〉 one can in principle minimise
the right side and obtain the optimal MSE for a fixed
ensemble size n. We now distinguish two situations i)
Heisenberg scaling: Fq(ρ
n
θ ) scales as n
2 and therefore the
left side of (8) decreases as n−1; this indicates that the
overall MSE does not scale as N−1 but rather as N−2.
However, the Fisher information theory cannot be used
to find the correct asymptotic constant.
ii) Standard scaling: for a large class of noisy channels
the quantum Fisher information Fq(ρ
n
θ ) scales as n in the
sense that the increasing sequence
fn := sup
|Ψn〉
Fq(ρ
n
θ )
n
has a finite limit f . By choosing sufficiently large n, one
can achieve asymptotic MSEs scaling as 1/(f ′N) for any
constant f ′ < f ; we conjecture that than by increasing
both k and n one can achieve the optimal asymptotic
MSE 1/(fN).
In conclusion, we found that while for Heisenberg scal-
ing the QFI predicts the right scaling of the MSE but not
the constant factor, in the standard scaling case the quan-
tum Fisher information predicts the correct asymptotic
behaviour of the MSE, including the optimal constant.
In Markov generated setting investigated here, the max-
imum (average conditional) quantum Fisher information
is achieved at a finite n and therefore the optimal strat-
egy within this setting is to prepare independent batches
Markov correlated states of optimal length.
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